Integrated study of 100 patients with Xp21 linked muscular dystrophy using clinical, genetic, immunochemical, and histopathological data. Part 3. Differential diagnosis and prognosis


Abstract
This report is the third part of a trilogy from a multidisciplinary study which was undertaken to investigate gene and protein expression in a large cohort of patients with well defined and diverse clinical phenotypes. The aim of part 3 was to review which of the analytical techniques that we had used would be the most useful for differential diagnosis, and which would provide the most accurate indication of disease severity. Careful clinical appraisal is very important and every DMD patient was correctly diagnosed on this basis. In contrast, half of the sporadic BMD patients and all of the sporadic female patients had received different tentative diagnoses based on clinical assessments alone. Sequential observations of quantitative parameters (such as the time taken to run a fixed distance) were found to be useful clinical indicators for prognosis. Intellectual problems might modify the impression of physical ability in patients presenting at a young age. Histopathological assessment was accurate for DMD but differentiation between BMD and other disorders was more difficult, as was the identification of manifesting carriers. Our data on a small number of women with symptoms of muscle disease indicate that abnormal patterns of dystrophin labelling on sections may be an effective way of differentiating between female patients with a form of limb girdle dystrophy and those carrying a defective Xp21 gene. Dystrophin gene analysis detects deletions/duplications in 50 to 90% of male patients and is the most effective non-invasive technique for diagnosis. Quantitative Western blotting, however, would differentiate between all Xp21 and non-Xp21 male patients. In this study we found a clear relationship between increased dystrophin abundance (determined by densitometric analysis of blot) and clinical condition, with a correlation between dystrophin abundance and the age at loss of independent mobility among boys with DMD and intermediate D/BMD. This indicates that blotting is the most sensitive and accurate technique for diagnosis and prognosis.

Since the gene which is defective in patients with Duchenne and Becker muscular dystrophy (DMD/BMD) was cloned, there has been a revolution in the techniques that can be applied to the investigation of patients with muscular dystrophy. For more than 30 years there has been a unit at Newcastle General Hospital which has been dedicated to research into diseases of muscle, so we have been able to compare the relative merits of various diagnostic techniques. In this study we examined a cohort of 100 patients with DMD and BMD and considered their clinical expression of disease severity in relation to the traditional laboratory investigations of histopathology and enzymology and to the more recent molecular techniques for dystrophin gene and protein expression. Since most of the patients had been observed for many years (some for all of their lives), this study provided us with a unique opportunity to review which of the data collected provided the most accurate reflection of their clinical condition.

Thus, in part 3 of this report we discuss which techniques were most useful for differentiating patients with DMD and BMD from those with other neuromuscular disorders, and for predicting what degree of disease severity might be expected. Since patients with DMD may require a wheelchair before they are 7 years old and patients with BMD may never need one, an accurate prognosis would help the families of affected patients to adjust their lives and homes to the future needs of a young patient.

Materials and methods
The patient groups are defined in part 1, together with details of their clinical assessment. Techniques for genetic and protein analyses are described in parts 1 and 2. A figure illustrating Western blot lanes is shown in part 1. The clinical data and results of gene and protein expression are summarised in the Appendix in part 1.

Results
CLINICAL ASSESSMENT
Observation of the patients provides the basis for differential clinical diagnosis and this opinion may then be substantiated or contradicted.
by subsequent laboratory investigations. In this study there were no examples of initial clinico-pathological misdiagnosis among patients now known to have DMD. In contrast, 11/35 (31%) of the BMD patients (half of the isolated cases) and all (6/6) of the sporadic female patients had clinical records which included different tentative diagnoses. The alternative disorders included forms of adult limb-girdle dystrophy or spinal muscular atrophy (10 cases), autosomal recessive muscular dystrophy with onset in childhood (three cases), facioscapulohumeral muscular dystrophy (one case), and forms of metabolic myopathy characterised by cramps without muscle weakness (three cases). As for prognosis, in this cohort two patients with early presentation were initially diagnosed as DMD and are now thought to have BMD on the basis of relatively mild progression. Both patients were found to have the in-frame deletion of exons 45 to 49 and to have high levels of dystrophin. There were no examples of the reverse situation, that is, DMD patients initially thought to be cases of BMD.

HISTOPATHOLOGY AND CK ANALYSIS

Classical histopathological techniques have been generally reliable in diagnosing DMD but the histological similarities between BMD and various limb-girdle syndromes has given rise to problems when there was no informative family history. Three of the BMD patients originally diagnosed as having other diseases had CK levels, on initial presentation, which were abnormally low for BMD, that is, only about 1·5 to 3 times normal (240 to 450 IU/l). An abnormally high CK level (>35,000 IU/l) was found in one patient who first attended the clinic at 10 years and whose subsequent clinical course proved to be that of a 'typical' BMD patient. Some patients now known to have BMD were originally thought to have the Kugelberg-Welander form of spinal muscular atrophy on the basis of a bimodal fibre size distribution, which is usually indicative of a denervating process.

GENETIC ANALYSIS

Gene defects, which would differentiate between a diagnosis of Xp21 or non-Xp21 muscular dystrophy, were detected in 75/92 (81%) of the male patients, but only 1/7 (14%) of the female patients. Patients with deletions which maintain the reading frame for mRNA translation were generally, but not exclusively, quite mildly affected. Three DMD patients had in frame deletions. All BMD patients in group 5 had in frame deletions which removed several exons within the rod domain and no deletion in this group started before exon 45. In frame deletions in the amino domain were found only in group 3 intermediate D/BMD patients or in DMD patients in group 2. All patients with frameshifting deletions had relatively severe DMD or intermediate D/BMD phenotypes.

PROTEIN ANALYSIS

Abnormalities of dystrophin protein expression were observed in all the patients with no detectable gene mutations. Thus, these 23 patients from a total of 98 (23·5%) represented a group who may have been misdiagnosed on the basis of genetic data alone. Dystrophin immunocytochemistry was found to be particularly useful in the differential diagnosis of the female patients. Dystrophin negative fibres were the most significant feature observed, but these can also occur in damaged or necrotic fibres in biopsies from patients with non-Xp21 linked muscle disease (for example, fig 3 in Nicholson et al).2 In order to distinguish between true abnormalities of dystrophin expression and loss of dystrophin labelling owing to membrane damage, labelling for β-spectrin was used to confirm the integrity of the muscle membrane in dystrophin negative fibres (fig 1A,B).

Among male patients, the relationship between dystrophin labelling on sections and biopsies was simple in that both increased in parallel. In this study only two BMD patients had labelling which was indistinguishable from non-Xp21 on sections labelled with one or more antibodies, but the differentiation was not clear cut in a further five patients with an overall decrease in labelling intensity without really significant variation between and within fibres. In these cases where a subjective opinion was uncertain, densitometric analysis of the blots was able to show a reduction in dystrophin abundance by more quantitative methods. Among the female patients the correlation between dystrophin labelling on tissue
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**Figure 1** Serial sections from a manifesting carrier (S98) labelled with the C-terminal MAb Dy86C5 (A) and the β-spectrin MAb RB2/3D5. Examples of fibres which are dystrophin deficient are marked with asterisks. These dystrophin negative fibres are clearly spectrin positive, indicating that the lack of dystrophin labelling is not the result of loss of membrane integrity. (Indirect peroxidase.)
sections and on blots was not as strong as in the male groups. For example, two female patients (S98 and S99 in the appendix in part 1) both had the same proportions of fibres labelled (60% normal, 20% decreased, 20% negative) but the abundance of dystrophin was estimated to be 32 to 45% of normal for patient S98 and 70 to 80% of normal for patient S99. This was mainly because of the difficulty of discriminating between fibres with truly ‘normal’ immunolabelling and those with slightly decreased labelling.

In this study we found that the mean values for dystrophin abundance increased gradually across the clinical groups from severe DMD in group 1 to typical BMD in group 5 (see part 1 of this investigation). Almost 60% of DMD patients from groups 1 and 2 had low levels of dystrophin synthesised from mRNA in which the reading frame must have been restored. Since the presence of in frame dystrophin molecules is associated with milder clinical phenotypes, it was possible that this might have some prognostic significance. We therefore used results obtained with the rod domain antibody, Dy4/6D3, to examine more closely the correlation between clinical severity and estimates of dystrophin abundance. We used the age at which boys lose the ability to walk independently (requiring full length calipers or a wheelchair) as a measure of muscle strength. Excluding an atypical DMD patient (S39, who had a BMD-like dystrophin profile), and three patients with deletions which removed the Dy4/6D3 antibody binding site, a total of 33 DMD patients and seven intermediate D/BMD patients had lost independently mobility at the end of the study when results were collated. Quantitative estimates of dystrophin abundance were obtained from densitometric analysis of dystrophin bands on blots. Among the set of 40 patients a significant positive relationship ($r = 0.66, p < 0.00001$) was found between the age when boys could no longer walk independently and the abundance of dystrophin determined with the rod MAb Dy4/6D3 (fig 2). It was also noted that, as dystrophin abundance on blots increased, so did the incidence of a particular pattern of labelling on tissue sections. This consisted of a high proportion of fibres with very weak labelling in addition to a small percentage of fibres with clear dystrophin positive labelling. This was observed rarely in group 1 severe DMD patients, more frequently in group 2 milder DMD patients, and was the most typical labelling pattern seen in the group 3 intermediate D/BMD biopsies.

**Discussion**

**CLINICAL ASSESSMENT**

The variation in clinical severity of patients spanning a wide age range meant that this study presented an ideal opportunity to compare the techniques used for diagnosis and prognosis before and after the ‘dystrophin era’. For diagnosis the requirement for careful clinical assessment has not changed, and sequential observations of quantitative clinical parameters such as the time taken to run a certain distance are still of great importance in predicting the ultimate prognosis. Such measurements are needed over three or four years, however, before the slope of time/age is of prognostic value for any individual patient. Clinical appraisal may be complicated by reduced intellectual ability in some DMD patients. Furthermore, scores for IQ in the small number of intermediate D/BMD and BMD patients we tested (see part 2) showed that these patients were mostly of below average intelligence, although none was actually retarded. Sporadic cases of BMD, who came to the clinic at an unusually early age, presented with problems (for example, late walking) which, in retrospect, seemed to be related more to intellectual or behavioural problems than to problems of muscle function. One BMD patient (S75) was originally diagnosed as having DMD because of this. Similarly, the young patient S3 had an initial clinical diagnosis of DMD and was then found to have a high abundance of dystrophin with both rod and C-terminal MAbs. Interestingly, both these patients are missing exons 45 to 49. Other BMD patients with this particular deletion seem to have behavioural or antisocial problems. One large family in Brazil had members with BMD and clinical schizophrenia whereas non-BMD family members did not have this problem. The deletion of this family was also of exons 45 to 49.

**CK LEVELS AND HISTOPATHOLOGY**

Two laboratory investigations which have supplemented the clinical appraisal for many years are the measurement of serum levels of muscle enzymes like creatine kinase (CK), and the assessment of histopathology in muscle biopsies. Although CK levels are excellent for differentiating myopathic from neurogenic disorders, the rise in level is primarily age related and single measurements are of limited value for prognosis, although Zatz et al found that the rate of decline in CK activity per year was informative. Differentiation between Xp21 and non-Xp21 on the basis of CK can be difficult, but a grossly raised level (for example over 20000 IU/l) usually indicates DMD.
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**Figure 2** Age at loss of independent mobility and dystrophin abundance estimated from blots labelled with the rod MAb Dy4/6D3. In general, estimates of dystrophin abundance increased with the length of time that boys maintained independent mobility. The correlation coefficient for the data on these 40 patients is 0.66 which is highly significant ($p < 0.00001$).
Measurement of CK levels is still considered to be a very important part of carrier detection and the use of age related normal values improves its usefulness.8

In very general terms, histopathological assessment of muscle biopsies can potentially differentiate myopathic from neurogenic disorders and dystrophic from inflammatory processes. Furthermore, although the assessment may be regarded as a rather subjective process, in the case of DMD the pattern of histological abnormalities is sufficiently characteristic to pose few problems for the experienced observer. By contrast, biopsies from patients in the early stages of BMD and from patients with severe autosomal recessive muscular dystrophy of childhood may both show a particular 'clustered' distribution of necrotic and/or regenerating fibres,9 and in the absence of informative family histories, this can be a source of diagnostic uncertainty. Chronic muscular dystrophies, including BMD and forms of limb-girdle dystrophy, tend to show similar histopathological features and some BMD biopsies may show features which are reminiscent of neurogenic disorders (see also Bradley et al10 and Kaido et al11). Thus the positive identification of BMD patients by means of dystrophin analysis represents a significant advance in diagnostic practice, and recent data on the incidence and prevalence of BMD emphasise how this condition has been under-diagnosed in the past.12 The differentiation of women who are manifesting carriers of DMD/BMD from those who have autosomally inherited limb-girdle dystrophies on histological grounds alone was also impossible before the introduction of dystrophin analysis.

Quantitative analysis of histopathological features such as the percentage of fibrous connective tissue and the degree of fibre size variation showed clear trends across the clinical groups from DMD to BMD (see part 1). This was in spite of the fact that these features are, to some extent, determined by the age at which biopsies are taken (also see Kaido et al11). Analysis of variance showed that the trends across the clinical groups were significant but the lack of statistical difference between any two adjacent groups indicated that there was a wide overlap of values. It follows, therefore, that quantitative analysis of this sort has little prognostic use in individual patients.

GENETIC ANALYSIS
In this investigation we found an unusually high percentage of mutations (75/98 or 76% overall) among our patients (see part 1). Previous large studies indicate that 55 to 65% are more typical values,13-15 although a much higher percentage (86%) has been reported among patients where the initial clinical diagnosis has been confirmed by dystrophin protein abnormalities.16 17 Southern blotting is expensive and time consuming and so routine genetic analysis is now more likely to involve polymerase chain reaction (PCR) based techniques. In a recent comparative study of 745 unrelated male patients, mutations were detected in 427 (57%) by Southern blotting and in 346 (46%) by multiplex PCR analysis.18 This indicates that more than half of the patients with Duchenne or Becker muscular dystrophy might not be distinguished from those with non-Xp21 linked disorders in a routine laboratory using PCR analysis alone. In this study, the mutations in three of 35 DMD patients with deletions (missing exons 20 to 29, 22 to 41, and 64 to 66) would have been missed, even using an optimised multiplex PCR system like that of Abbs et al.19 Furthermore, since the multiplex primers do not cover every exon and junctional fragments are not detected by PCR methods, the effect of mutations on the open reading frame would also be very difficult to assess.

In this study we found that prognosis based on the open reading frame was generally quite effective at distinguishing DMD (with in-frame shifting deletions) from BMD (with in-frame deletions, primarily in the distal 'hotspot'). We found a very close correlation between a mild clinical phenotype and deletion of exons 45 to 47, 45 to 48, and 45 to 49 but there are reports of some 'DMD' patients with these deletions.13 14 19-22 In these papers, however, the young age of some of the patients or the lack of dystrophin analysis makes comparisons very difficult. Furthermore, errors may have been made in the initial reports so that some of the DMD patients first recorded as having certain HindIII fragments (which are now known to correspond to in frame deletions, for example, exons 45 to 48) have since been reassessed (S Abbs, personal communication concerning the data in Hodgson et al10). In frame deletions in the amino domain were associated with a more severe clinical phenotype than was found with distal in frame deletions, an observation in agreement with Beggs et al.14 Intermediate D/BMD patients had mutations which were both in frame and out of frame, and three DMD patients had in frame deletions. Prognosis for these DMD patients, based on genetic analysis alone, would therefore be inaccurate.

PROTEIN ANALYSIS
While analysis of the dystrophin gene is non-invasive, analysis of dystrophin protein has the obvious drawback of requiring a muscle biopsy, and although needle biopsies are performed almost exclusively at many centres, open biopsies are generally performed in Newcastle. Larger biopsy samples are less likely to have artefactual damage to muscle membranes and will provide sufficient material for efficient extraction of proteins for Western blotting. Exacty how representative the sample will be is a moot point. The finding of patients with dissimilar patterns of dystrophin labelling in two different muscles emphasises this problem.23 The requirement for dystrophin analysis to be performed with antibodies from different regions of the molecule has also been emphasised.25 26 C-terminal antibodies will not
detect any truncated dystrophin molecules and may lose their binding sites owing to the susceptibility of this region to degradation. Antibodies in the amino or rod domains may lose their binding sites through the action of gene deletions. Immunochemistry of dystrophin using multiple antibodies, combined with the use of β-skeletal labelling as an essential indicator of membrane integrity, is extremely cost effective when compared with Western blotting (which is rather labour intensive and expensive). All cases of DMD and more than 80% of BMD cases could be detected from labelling of tissue sections. Most, if not all, manifesting carriers show dystrophin protein abnormalities and therefore immunocytochemical analysis is an effective way of differentiating between a sporadic female with a form of limb-girdle dystrophy and a manifesting carrier of a defective Xp21 gene. In addition, an unknown proportion of non-manifesting carriers of DMD or BMD may show abnormal dystrophin labelling. Data from larger numbers of non-manifesting obligate carriers would be required to assess the reliability of dystrophin analysis in carrier detection.

Although immunocytochemistry is cost effective, there are very distinct advantages to the additional use of blots, in which all the immunoreactive protein is present. For example, if a sample has been thawed, or subjected to degradation (for example, some fetal material), labelling on sections may appear patchy or absent but the detection on blots of clearly labelled breakdown products with abnormally low molecular mass will prevent misdiagnosis. We are not aware of any examples in published reports where dystrophin analysis by Western blotting has failed to detect a patient with confirmed DMD or BMD, so it is tentatively assumed that all male patients could be detected by this form of protein analysis.

Blots may be used to estimate dystrophin abundance and this may be a very sensitive prognostic indicator. In this study we have shown that there is a gradual increase in dystrophin abundance (DMD < D/BMD < BMD) with improving clinical condition, and prognoses based on dystrophin abundance are currently being monitored very closely. In this study we have found a clear correlation between dystrophin abundance and the age at which DMD and intermediate D/BMD boys lost the ability to walk independently. As more of the boys become unable to walk we will be able to confirm or revise our original observation. It should be emphasised that these data are not being used in any formal counselling of families with DMD. The correlation, while statistically significant, was not absolute and a few patients with relatively high dystrophin levels lost mobility earlier than the population average of 9 years. Conversely, three boys with undetectable dystrophin on blots (but a few fibres labelled on sections) remained ambulatory until they were more than 10 years old. A possible explanation for this apparent discrepancy is that the biopsy sample taken for analysis was not representative of the musculature as a whole. We, and others, have noted that dystrophin labelling patterns may vary from fascicle to fascicle, that different blocks of tissue from the same biopsy may show different labelling patterns, and that when repeat biopsies are performed considerable variation may occur. Previous studies have found no relationship between the incidence of dystrophin positive fibres and clinical course, but a blotting system may be more sensitive for quantitating all the potentially functional dystrophin present. Low levels of immunoreactive dystrophin protein which are spread out on a tissue section (= weak labelling on many fibres) are concentrated into a single band on a blot, which makes visualisation much easier. Dystrophin analysis in female patients was much more valuable than in male patients. No clear relationship was found between labelling on blots and sections, as has been noted previously, or between clinical severity and either form of protein analysis.

Protein analysis has produced some cautionary tales, however, and a small number of cases has now been reported where such analysis would provide a misleading prognosis. A few patients with the clinical phenotype of DMD have now been identified who have in-frame deletions and abundant, correctly localised dystrophin which was detectable with C-terminal antibodies. We recorded one such case in this study (reported in detail previously), who was deleted for exons 3 to 25. Two similar patients with this deletion have also been described, together with patients missing exons 3 to 31, 34/36 and 10 to 47/48. These are all large deletions, and the fact that they start in the amino domain may well be significant since very few patients with mild clinical phenotypes have deletions which involve proximal exons.

From the viewpoint of potential problems with differential diagnosis, some false positive examples of abnormal dystrophin protein expression have been reported in association with certain non-Xp21 linked muscle diseases. These examples include 34/36 cases of Fukuyama muscular dystrophy, one case of autosomal recessive congenital muscular dystrophy, and some patients with inflammatory myopathies. The abnormalities in dystrophin expression in the cases of Fukuyama muscular dystrophy may be related to a more generalised plasma membrane defect or to a specific interaction between dystrophin and the FCMC gene product. In other conditions the abnormalities are likely to be caused by secondary myopathic changes, and it seems probable that clinical and histopathological assessments would preclude patients with myositis from serious consideration as potential DMD or BMD patients.

**CONCLUSION**

Physical examination by an experienced clinician is probably still the most important technique for diagnosis. There are exceptions, however, and the accurate diagnosis of a spora-
dic case of BMD is complicated by the variation in presenting symptoms. Clinical appraisal can provide a good indication of prognosis, but this may take several years if the patient is very young. In general we would agree with the algorithm for the molecular diagnosis of DMD and BMD which Darras presented in 1990. The diagnosis of a new patient from a family in which DMD or BMD has previously been confirmed by gene or protein analysis presents few real problems, beyond consideration of intrafamilial variation in disease expression. For a young patient with no family history, however, a number of possible laboratory investigations exist. Genetic analysis can be performed on cells from a blood sample and is therefore much less traumatic than techniques which require a muscle biopsy. Analysis of deletions by PCR is the most cost effective method for diagnosis in a routine laboratory which receives samples from a large number of patients. Although the method has the potential to detect all the deletions found by Southern blotting, in practice primers for about 18 exons only are in regular use. Since deletions/duplications of exons are only present in about 65 to 85% of cases anyway, it is much more difficult to exclude a diagnosis of Xp21 linked muscular dystrophy by genetic methods. If a muscle biopsy is taken, the most accurate method for diagnosis is quantitative Western blotting analysis of a muscle sample, but this is also the most expensive and time consuming. Immunochemistry is considerably cheaper and faster and is as effective as blotting for the diagnosis of DMD patients. Immunochemistry may also be the most effective way of differentiating between a woman with a form of limb-girdle dystrophy and a non-deleted manifesting carrier of DMD or BMD.

Thus, if the diagnostic choice is between DMD and a form of autosomal recessive MD we would recommend genetic analysis by PCR and muscle immunocytochemistry. If the choice is between BMD and a form of autosomal MD, we would recommend PCR and immunoblotting. Prognosis within the clinical spectrum of DMD and BMD may best be achieved by immunoblotting or Southern blotting for confirmation of deletion boundaries and analysis of reading frame effects. Some techniques produce far fewer exceptions to the rule than others, as discussed above, but it would be wise to exercise a degree of caution in the interpretation of all results. It is also likely that any protocol will need to be modified by local considerations such as objections to having a biopsy performed, the availability of Western blotting facilities, the time taken to receive results from the different types of analysis, and unfortunately, in these days of financial restraint, the expense which may be incurred by requesting an extensive set of analyses.
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